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NEWSWORTHY
NEW NEWSLETTER!
Welcome to the newest edition of the Kingswood newsletter temporarily dubbed “Newsworthy”. What better
way to bring people closer together than to tell their stories? Newsworthy sets out to do just that, to talk about
things that are important to our residents and to liven
things up with some stories about our people.
We hope you will grow to enjoy it and help us make
it even better in the years going forward. We hope to

“What better way
to bring people
closer together
than to tell their
stories?”

have more community contributions as the new format
becomes better established.
Please provide us with your ideas in this regard and

COMPETITION TIME

send us your family’s accomplishments and interesting
news and pictures on the Estate for inclusion to
hoa@kingswood.co.za.

LET’S BUILD TOGETHER
Most of our residents have some ideal vision of Kingswood in their minds, for some it is a state of the art
Clubhouse, for others it is a quaint and peaceful respite
from a busy world, untouched by modern interference.

NEWSLETTER NAME

Join us in some fun
and submit your creative names for our
new newsletter to
hoa@kingswood.co.za.

Others hope for facilities such as a public pool, tennis
courts or a beauty spa. Those are all uncertain realities
contingent on a number of partnerships in the future.
Kingswood will attain, in time, what the majority of residents support and with our growing numbers greater
visions will become attainable, our CEO can help drive

The winning name
will receive a prize of
R1000 cash.

and facilitate this into reality.
For the immediate present, the Trustees believe we as a
community should focus our attention on our physical

Entries close
10 November 2019.

security, and securing a sustainable future for the golfcourse so that we are safe and the value of our assets are

Send a mail with the subject “Newsletter

best preserved. Achieving these aims will put us on a

Name” to hoa@kingswood.co.za

trajectory to determine our own future. Progress should
thus be most notable on these items in the months coming.

DAN DE WET

LIZE BAARD

MASADI LE ROUX

MEET THE HOA TEAM

I am a born and bred Georgian. After completing my schooling, I worked at
two upholstery outlets namely Kommaweer and Kraaines. I married Graven
le Roux in 2014 and settled down to family life. We were blessed with a
beautiful little girl Phoebe in 2015 who changed our lives in a big way. I
was fortunate enough to be a stay at home mom with her for the first year
and began working for Laura O’Conner of Pam Golding as her personal
assistant. At the end of 2018 the position I now fill as Receptionist/Home
Owner liaison became available and after being approached by Dan de
Wet to consider filling the position, I gladly accepted. My position with
Laura exposed me to many of the rules and the Homeowners therefore the
transition was rather easy and seamless. I have settled in well and truly feel
that I am an integral part of the team that is here to serve the Homeowners
and Residents at Kingswood.

I was born and raised in the North West Province, in the town Klerksdorp.
On completing my schooling, I attended the University of Pretoria where
I qualified with a B Com degree. In 2004 I moved to the beautiful town of
George and started my professional career at Kingswood. 15 years later, the
number of homeowners have grown exponentially and I currently serve as
the Financial and Administrator for the Homeowners Association, the Kingswood Management Company and Kingswood Design Centre. The years
of service to Kingswood has allowed me to gain thorough knowledge of
the function and position that I hold, knowing the majority of homeowners
personally and being part of a very special team. I truly enjoy being part of
the Kingswood family.

I am a product of the Eastern Cape having been born in Port Elizabeth and
schooled in Uitenhage. On completion of my schooling I began work in an
Architectural practice as a Junior, after a number of years I was promoted
to drawing office manager for a Large practice. Whilst in their employ I met
the Directors of a bank in 1987 through one of my projects. This meeting
led to me being offered the position as National Facilities Manager for the
bank, a position I held until 1999. The bank closed its doors that year and
I was fortunate enough to be employed by Telkom Properties as a Portfolio
Manager. Due to my experience and proposals I put forward regarding the
optimisation of their property portfolio I was promoted the National Facilities Manager of the newly outsourced entity known as TFMC. I remained
with them until my retirement in 2008. I met the developers of the Pinnacle Point Group doing golf course developments around South Africa
and abroad and joined them as Estate Manager. This venture did not go as
planned and when they were liquidated in 2011 I was left in a bad place,
thankfully Kingswood were looking for a body at that stage to take over from
the incumbent who was emigrating to Canada and I was fortunate enough
to be chosen to take up the challenge. I have been here since 2011 and have
enjoyed being part of the Kingswood Community whom I hope to serve for
a number of years to come.

g

EDITOR’S LETTER
HOPE IS EVERYWHERE
MARITZA BOTHA
Greta Thunberg, the 16 year old Swedish Nobel Peace Prize nominee recently said: “Instead of looking for hope, look for action. Once
we start to act, hope is everywhere”. She also
said “I

don’t want you to hope, I want you to

panic”, but let’s rather focus on action, for now.
Despite the unpleasant perceived lack of speed on
matters progressing, 2019 has been a year of major transitions for Kingswood. Not only did the HOA
achieve full transparency on the Kingswood Golf
Estate Management Company by becoming a 49%
shareholder in the newly founded KGE Management
Services company, but we also appointed a CEO to
attend to Home-owner interests, daily, on a high level, and to ensure consistent standards of compliance.
Our new CEO Willem Jacobs is a strong arrow in our
quiver ensuring that objectives of the HOA are consistently being met and in a meaningful and cost effective manner, balancing the interests of all shareholders. We are deeply thankful for his commitment to
the interests of Home Owners and for the passion we
have observed since his starting date of 1 June 2019.
As Home-owners we extend our belated thanks to
our exited 2018 Trustees, Mias Strauss Snr, Wendy Thompson and Andre Steenkamp, who gave
liberally of their time, passion, wisdom and expertise, over many years.

Each played a pivotal

role in bringing us to the current state of affairs.
We also thank those who have contributed by participating in the committees and being part of many
conversations and being sounding boards. A special
thanks goes out to Dr. Willie van Breda and Jonathan
Witts-Hewinson who have given liberally of their professional legal time and attention, and also for Roy Edge
for handling the AGM with utmost professionalism.

Spring has sprung, and Kingswood is on the cusp
of some exciting improvements that will not only
enhance our sense of community, but our physical
safety and indirectly the value of our assets. One of
these include our security solution which is pending final sign-off and which will not only add many
layers of safety, but also more efficient communication. We will be venturing into the future with MyEstateLife, which is a user friendly cloud-based mobile
estate management and access control application
with built-in communication features.
To signpost our newfound progress, the Trustees have
decided to revive the Kingswood newsletter into
a refreshed format to bring our community closer together and to celebrate the wonderful people
that have decided to make Kingswood their home.
Past issues have been more focused on a board and
decision perspective and documenting that important narrative. Our future newsletter will still support
that purpose, but also carry the heart of the people
living in it. We thank all residents who patiently
participate on the sidelines in conversations that are
constructive and hopeful.
A time for action has arrived and Kingswood HOA is
poised for execution. Watch this space.
Maritza Botha | HOA Trustee

MEET OUR CEO
NEW BEGINNINGS
When Willem stepped into the interview room on
11 March 2018, unassuming and humble we were
hopeful, but simultaneously concerned. Would he
be able to step up to the challenges we knew were
complex and demanding? As the interview followed
into his past experience, both personally and professionally, we slowly became more hopeful and could
imagine how he could be the correct fit. Sometimes
candidates have all the right credentials but leave a
nagging feeling of concern around their maturity and
character and moral compass. After his interview all
the Trustees believed that Willem was the material
we were looking for to carry the Kingswood conversation into the future and we are very lucky to have
found him at the time that we did.

ABOUT WILLEM
I was born and raised in the North West Province,
where I learned to eat “mieliepap”, which seems
foreign to most Western Province natives. I lost both
my parents at a very young age in a motor vehicle
accident and learned the hard way that life is not always fair. I ended up going to Pretoria, where I was
headboy of Staats President CR Swart High School in
1988 and also earned my National colours in javelin
throw. I studied law at Tukkies, but due to financial
constraints accepted a bursary from PUKKE and completed a Honours degree in Industrial Psychology,
where I met my wife. I started working for Mondi in
Nelspruit as a regional manager, but was transferred
to their head office in Johannesburg shortly after.
When the opportunity presented itself we moved to
the Western Cape and I was one of the shareholders
involved in the acquisition of MTO Forestry. There I
filled General Management and CEO positions, until I
started my own company in 2011. My daughter (then
11 years old) was diagnosed with cancer 2 years ago
and when the opportunity to be closer to home more
often presented itself with the CEO position at

Kingswood, I jumped at it. I since sold my business
and am delighted to be a part of this magnificent Estate. In my spare time I enjoy a bit of surfing and was
part of the team representing the Southern Cape in
Durban at the Nationals 5 years ago. I look forward
to resolving all the challenges that may arise with
the help of a very able team here at Kingswood. I
look forward to serving this community for many
years to come.

WILLEM’S MISSION
The task set before Willem is a simple one. To
represent the interest of the Kingswood Community
on a full time basis. That is much easier said than
done, but thus far things have been going well and
matters have been evolving on a constant pace.
The back and forth on a variety of security options,
technologies and budget projections and detailed
discussions and contractual stipulations on the
future of the Golf Course has kept Willem busily
engaged and he is leaving no stone unturned. In
partnership with good legal advisory and Trustees that care about the outcome we should have
a working solution to bring to Owners for their
approval very soon. The health of our golf course
and the level of security in our estate is central to
the value of our assets and will receive the utmost
of care and attention.

SECURITY

MY ESTATE LIFE

The Trustees mandated Management Services to
provide them with a fully fledged proposal for Kingswood security and which especially featured a mobile application that would bring security functionality to their hands and enable interaction with the
broader system in terms of both access control and
communication.
The first objective is to update the current systems
in order to negate contingent problems with old
technology attempting to work seamlessly with new
equipment. This has been catered for in the proposal as well as incorporating the app “My Estate Life”
which will enable members to pre-approve their
visitors eliminating long waits whilst the member is
contacted telephonically to allow access to the visitor. We believe that this will eliminate the majority
of unannounced guests at your home as well as be
a vehicle to communicate in both directions. Our
CEO is finalising a cost analysis for Trustee approval
and the changes will be rolled out in phases. The

FEATURES

MyEstateLife application is currently in beta rollout
and resident will be invited to join once testing is
complete.

WHAT IS MYESTATELIFE?
My Estate Life is a proven resident management
system and an unlimited communication platform
which is affordable and secure. It creates an integrated interface between security technology and the
end user, which is the resident, and the security contractor as well as estate management. The company
has studied the life of an estate manager and resident
and created a single platform that delivers great results. It is a cloud-based application and all estates
participating in the application gain advantage from
global updates made to the system. The product improves with every feature request rolled out to the
broader user base, thus is ever evolving.
Learn more at: www.myestatelife.com

VISITOR PRE-ANNOUNCEMENT
PUSH NOTIFICATIONS
EMERGENCY NUMBERS
PANIC BUTTON
HOA FEEDBACK
STAFF TIME & ATTENDANCE
ACCESS CONTROL
SERVICE PROVIDER CONTACTS
BLUETOOTH GATE ACCESS
DOCUMENT LIBRARY

BOARDROOM NEWS
THE CHAIRMAN

NEW FAMILIES
A WARM WELCOME

MARC STUYCK
We had a very successful SGM and AGM on the

We welcome the following property owners to King-

20th of May and the minutes of these meetings were

swood Golf Estate, may your stay be everything that

e-mailed to homeowners on the 1st of August and

you had hoped it to be and more.

are on the Kingswood website.
Tom & Marie Price who bought in Kingston road,
Arbitration between the Developer and the HOA

Thomas Mattern who bought in Kingston road, Mal-

with regards to the roads and storm water system

colm Lobban who bought in Edgeley road, Wendy

has not transpired as yet, but the HOA has appoint-

Geyser who bought in Knightsbridge road, Erika

ed Walkers Attorneys as legal representation and

Carlshagen who bought a home in Edgeley road, An-

progress should be made soon.

thony & Delene Kerr who bought a home in Kingswood Crest, Schalk Burger who bought a home

Formal discussions between the HOA and the Golf

in Moorlands road, Charl Snyman who bought in

Course Operator are underway and a conclusion

Knightsbridge road, Axel & Regina Zimmermann

will be reached soon.

bought in Edgeley road, Peter & Cerise Calderhead
bought in Knightsbridge road, Henry Sinosich who

Professional advice on the fixing of the dam at the

bought in Brookside road, Gerhard de Wet who

9th green was received. The developer will take

bought in Knightsbridge road, Tertius van der Merwe

the responsibility for the repairs to the dam once

who bought in Moorlands road, Dr Adrie Conradie

a suitable source of clay is identified, which most

who bought a home in Knightsbridge road, Cecilia

probably could become available from the Phase 4

Sonnekus who bought a home in Kingswood Man-

development.

or, Pieter & Cilmi Steyn who bought a home in Fairbourne, Peter & M Nelson who bought in Kingston

The finer detail, involving the implementation

road, D & Sylvia Wall who bought in Rushmore road,

phases and funding model on upgrades of our se-

Garth & Britt Milne who bought in Trafford road, Nic

curity system will be scrutinised at the next Trustee

& J Dicks who bought in Bankside Crescent and Clive

meeting and there will be some exciting develop-

& Genevieve Gaunt who bought a home in King-

ments for the future, ensuring that Kingswood is po-

swood Gardens.

sitioned to remain ahead of the curve on security
technology and surveillance as well as providing a

Please do not hesitate to contact HOA staff should

accessible community portal and mobile applica-

you have any questions relating to rules or any other

tion for residents.

matter that we can assist you with.

View Minutes of Meeting Archive in the Home
Owners Portal

HIGH ACHIEVERS

POWERLIFTER - JERRY BOTHA
Jerry participated in the World Powerlifting Championships in Helsingborg Sweden in June this year. Jerry took
up the sport two years ago as a way to get fit and has
found good use for a wide set of shoulders.

WORLD HALF IRONMAN - DANIE CRONJE
Danie Gronje participated in the World Half Ironman
championships in France in September.

KINGSWOOD CELEBRATES NOTABLE
ACHIEVEMENTS IN OUR COMMUNITY

GOLFER - JORDAN GROENEWALD
Jordan was the first player to successfully complete the
Target36 challenge. He is a member of Kingswood and
plays for the SCGA (Southern Cape Golf Association)
U/13 2x Hole in Ones (at age 7&8)

GOLFER
GOLFER -- CHRISTO
CHRISTO LAMPRECHT
LAMBRECHT
Christo was one of the 5 Amateurs announced for taking
part in the 2019 new edition of the SA Open Championship in December 2019.

CYCLE PATH

“Cycle, run
or walk in
safety while
enjoying
beautiful
views”
CLICK HERE to access the Strava route.
Not all residents are aware that Kingswood has a
neatly maintained cycle path which is useful for
walks, runs and cycling.
We encourage residents to get outside and active
and enjoy this beautiful feature of the Estate. The
cycle path is patrolled twice daily to monitor for
unusual activity and should put residents at ease
in terms of safety. The path has a few challenging
sections, and we advise that care be taken especially
on first use.
We would like to issue caution from January as there
will be construction vehicles moving in the close vicinities of Phase 4 which will be under construction
from this time.

CONSTRUCTION CAUTION FROM JAN 2020
Phase 4 construction should commence soon after January 2020
during which we advise caution against large vehicles moving in
vicinity.

KEY STATISTICS

“Most active golf
estate on the
Garden Route
based on the
number of registration of
transfers in
2018“

CURRENT LEVIES RAISED

302
314
4

NORTH SIDE
SOUTH SIDE
GOLF OPERATIONS

FUTURE LEVIES

4
6
4
15
75
155

CLUBHOUSE STAND
KINGSWOOD COURT
(50%)
HOTEL
KINGSWOOD CROSS
(50%)
LODGES
PHASE 4

TOTAL POTENTIAL LEVIES

879
HOMES CURRENTLY
UNDER CONSTRUCTION

29

KINGSWOOD SALES
Research utilizing Lightstone has shown us that the

been submitted where construction was still to be-

Kingswood Golf Estate was the most active golf es-

gin. Further with the registration of transfer of phase

tate on the Garden Route based on the number of

3b the number of levy paying members increased to

registration of transfers in 2018, which is an indi-

622. This is set to increase in the future with phase 4

cation of the acceptance of the estate in the market

(Kingswood Ridge) and certain other precincts within

place as desirable place to live, which we believe

Kingswood that will be developed, which will fur-

is as a result of its inherent features; wonderful sur-

ther enhance the financial sustainability of the estate

rounds, well positioned within George close to ame-

from an HOA perspective and the associated 1%

nities and within a gated complex. The bulk of the

levy income on re-sales from an increased number

transactions that registered in 2018 was vacant land

of properties on the estate should result in greater

(±80%), albeit pushed higher with the registration of

levies being collected.

transfer of phase 3B, however this is not dissimilar to
the other gated estates within George where vacant

Interest in Phase 4 (Kingswood Ridge) has been very

land has been available.

pleasing and we believe will be a real enhancement
to the estate for a myriad of reasons that we would

The trend in 2019 has continued in the same vein. We

be happy to discuss. For more information hereon

believe the diminishing availability of vacant stands

please feel free to email us on kingswood@pamgold-

on the market has also had an impact on the growth

ing.co.za or contact Laura on 082 893 2615.

in prices for vacant stands, however with the ebb
and flow of the property market, this could possibly

Contributed by:

shift towards the housing market within Kingswood

Mr. Steven Murray from Pam Golding

over the shorter term. A Purchaser always weighs up
the cost of an existing home and the associated costs
of transfer with the cost of building on vacant land to
their exact requirements. The latter appears to have

USEFUL STATISTICS

been more attractive to purchasers even though they
may end up spending slightly more. All of the aforementioned is directly affected by sentiment and the
economy of the country as a whole and within the
region, which means that the longer term nature of
property as an investment and the under-pinning
value thereof relies on the inherent qualities of an

Completed Homes 2017: 317
Completed Homes 2018: 368
Home Sales in 2017: 21
Home Sales in 2018: 20

estate and acceptance in the market place of such,
which we believe exists and has been established at
Kingswood.
According to the annual report by the Board of
Trustees up to 2 April 2019 a total of 368 homes
had been completed, which meant that an increase
over the previous year of 51 homes took place. At
that point in time 38 homes were under construction at various stages and a further 58 plans had

Vacant Plot Re-sales in 2017: 82
Vacant Plot Re-sales in 2018: 84
Developer Sales:
June 2016 - May 2017: 22
June 2017 - May 2018: 71
June 2018 - March 2019: 59

KINGSWOOD MOMENTS

Vivian Gericke

Christine Maree

Kathy Ahlers

Kathy Ahlers

Desire Britton Minnaar

Kathy Ahlers

Desire Britton Minnaar

Kathy Ahlers

Christine Maree

Kathy Ahlers

Kathy Ahlers

Vivian Gericke

Kathy Ahlers

Kathy Ahlers

HEALTH CORNER
After 2 years of active mountain biking I concluded that there must must be a less exhausting way to
stave off unwanted body weight and to improve my
general health and energy. Stubborn as I am, I investigated a few options. Via Tim Noakes’s twitter feed, I
discovered a bunch a radical MD’s who advance the
Ketogenic lifestyle (#lchf). Not only did it promise
effortless weight loss and appetite control, but also
improved health in virtually every aspect, including
surprisingly, cholesterol (lipid profile) improvement
and enhanced energy and mental clarity. I soon realised that this will require an all or nothing approach
as the primary principle of the diet will require me to
virtually stop eating both sugar and carbohydrates.
I was not sure how this would be possible, being a
hard core sugar addict at the time and being highly
dependent on carbohydrates as a fuel source during
cycling.
It never occurred to me how devastating sugar has
been on my health until I approached my fourties
and tried to achieve some endurance feats, including 100km mountain bike races. I am forever thankful for my unsympathetic cycling partners who were
never easy on me and made me pay better attention
to my health. It made me realise I was metabolically compromised and that my sugar habits did not
serve me well. In April I drew a line in the sand and
decided that I valued my health and energy more
than delicious sugary and starchy foods. The first few
months were very challenging, almost like having
to learn to speak French in China. I googled every
available sugar alternative and how to make keto-versions of cookies and cakes, breads and rusks
and survived on artificially sweetened jelly and mascarpony cheese for a few days. Six months into the
lifestyle and my habits have become much more
healthy an sustainable and the food options much
more clear and intuitive. I never thought I would become one of THOSE people. I do not miss sugar.
Contributed by: Maritza Botha

WHAT IS KETO?
The aim of the ketogenic diet is to put, and keep your
body in a metabolic state called ketosis. When the
body does not have access to carbohydrates (which
includes sugar) it goes into ketosis, which means your
body and brain fuels itself on ketone bodies by turning to fat. Your body becomes fat adapted, which is a
state you were born in. Fat burns more cleanly than
sugar and creates less inflammation in the body offering a myriad of other health benefits. In the absence
of carbohydrates, fat is your best friend. The brain and
heart thrive on ketones and have now become a key
research area for Alzheimer treatment as it provides
the brain with a second fuel source.

WHERE CAN I LEARN MORE?
If you would like to learn more about the Ketogenic
lifestyle visit www.dietdoctor.com which is run by a
Swedish MD who has been on the ketogenic diet for
more than 15 years himself. His resource and video
library features most of the prominent figures in the
field of ketogenics.
A functional medicine doctor can help you monitor
your progress on the diet and make sure that you
avoid the common pitfalls. Dr. Ischen Stopforth in
George has a good understanding of the Ketogenic
diet and can help you identify other roadblocks that
can hamper your progress. The world of Keto will
invariably also introduce you to intermitted fasting
which will open a world of other health benefits.
Do you have some health wonders to share? Send
your stories to hoa@kingswood.co.za

HOUSE RULES

BUILDING ACTIVITY
As experienced over a sustained period now the

We appeal to one and all to please familiarise your-

building activity carries on unabated and the

selves with the latest House Rules and to remain

growing number of homes reflect in the number of

compliant, this will lead to a pleasant experience for

new members joining the Kingswood fold. King-

all living at Kingswood.

swood is, and has been for some time now, one of
the most rapidly developing Estates in the South-

Download here

ern Cape. Soon, Phase 4 of development will start
and the construction of a new access road from
the airport road which, when completed, will help
relieve the congestion experienced every morning
in Plattner Boulevard.

SPEEDING
We make an impassionate plea to all who use the

TICKY CREEPER
BARKHUIZEN WALL COVERING

roads in Kingswood to adhere to the rules regarding
speed and especially stopping at the stop signs. It is

The Trustees approved the acquisition of “Ticky

absolutely alarming to see the number of residents

Creeper” to plant along the outside of the boundary

who show no regard for the rules of the road, we are

wall on Barkhuizen Street. This was and economic

once again having traffic enforcement done how-

decision to prevent recurring expense towards

ever this should really not be necessary if only all

repairing aesthetic cracks on this large surface area.

would consider their fellow residents and abide by
the rules, your support in this regard will be highly

The creeper will be trimmed between the columns

appreciated.

and the coping in order to contain it to the wall
panels which will result in a very pleasing and soft
look.

LANDSCAPING
FEVER TREES
We sought expert advice on the Fever Trees planted
on the Estate, especially the root system and thorns.
The horticultural experts were all of the opinion that
the specific species of Fever Tree planted does not
pose any threat to our roads or walls due to their tap
root system and that the mature trees do not shed their
thorns as was previously suspected. We have recently
implemented a strict maintenance regime on all our
trees on the Estate and want to assure residents that
all possible measures will be taken to assure that no
tree on the Estate pose any risk to children, vehicles or
animals.
PIONEER TREE REMOVAL
We had some residents raising concern over the removal of trees, and the management team apologise
for the late communication. The tree removals were
planned specifically around the removal of pioneer
trees. For those unfamiliar with the concept, a pioneer
tree is a tree (which can be from a variety of species)
that is planted with the exclusive purpose of enhancing the development of another tree and planted in
groups with other trees with the aim of later removing
it. Many of the trees removed are highly allergenic and
some residents will benefit greatly from their removal.
The removal of these temporary trees were long overdue and will make room for our more desirable species
to flourish.
We want to assure our residents that Kingwood is passionate about the care of our trees and will develop the
landscape according to our tree maintenance plan and
which will in future include many more trees that will
enhance our living environment.
If you would like to get involved in sponsoring a few
trees, please mail us at hoa@kingswood.co.za and we
will collaborate to determine the best species and locations for you to sponsor.

Example of mature fever trees
planted close to
buildings and
pavements in an
office block in
Bryanston

EMERGENCIES
SECURITY
Security Gate 1

044 874 6877

Ambulance		

10177

			

044 801 6300

Security Gate 2

044 874 4797		

Security Gate 3

044 874 4597		

Warren Francis		

062 041 9954

EMERGENCY NUMBERS
Eden 911		

06 08 911911

Fire Brigade		

044 801 6360

			

044 801 6300

Police			

044 803 4400

			

044 803 4744

OTHER
Restaurant		

044 802 0704

Pro Shop		

044 802 0701

Electricity		

044 874 3917

			

044 801 6300

Water Reticulation

044 801 6360

			

044 801 6300

							
Sewer Department

044 801 9262

			

044 801 6300

ESTATE CONTACTS

WHATSAPP

General Enquiries

Kingswood Community Group (Whatsapp)

0861 72 71 70

CLICK HERE to join

044-802 0700
Whatsapp group for discussing Kingswood related
Lize Baard

matters unrelated to urgent security matters.

Accounts, levies & general finance matters
lizeb@kingswood.co.za

Kingswood Security Issues Group (Whatsapp)
CLICK HERE to join

Masadi Le Roux
Reception, access disks, domestics & gardeners

Whatsapp group for notifying Kingswood residents

masadi@kingswood.co.za

of important security related matters and incidents.

Building compliance, maintenance, security

Kingswood Green Fingers (Whatsapp)

Dan De Wet

CLICK HERE to join

daniel@kingswood.co.za
Whatsapp group for gardening enthusiasts in KingWillem Jacobs CEO

swood.

General Estate Matters
willemj@kingswood.co.za
www.kingswood.co.za

FACEBOOK

PREVIOUS NEWSLETTERS
View Here

Kingswood Golf Estate
CLICK HERE to visit
Kingswood Home Owners Interest Group
CLICK HERE to join
Only to discuss estate and HOA related matters.
Strict member approvals. Home Owners only.
Kingswood Golf Estate Community Group
CLICK HERE to join
For individuals interested in Kingswood Golf Estate
community matters. Less strict member approvals.
Public welcome.

FUNDRAISER

IMAGINE WINNING R1 000 000
ON 17 JANUARY 2020!

READY TO BUY?
Ready to buy? Visit https://koopnkaartjie.co.za/ for on-

It would change your life. Pay off your debt, invest, buy

line ticket sales. Contact Helene Gouws on 044 874

a home or a car, or just go on holiday. But what are the

4156/079 498 3427

chances? Unlike other competitions, where you pay R5
and stand a 1/42 000 000 chance of winning, the Win a

The Win a Million Competition is legally compliant,

Million competition gives you a 1/2 000 chance.

audited by Mazars and proudly endorsed by Elvis Blue.
Funds raised are used to give learners in need opportu-

Ask yourself, would you rather spend a little and stand a

nities that may otherwise be denied them.

minute chance of winning; or spend a more and dramatically increase your chances?

Springbok, Warrick Gelant, part of the 2019 Rugby
World Cup team, is just one of our many success sto-

The Kwagga Trust/Outeniqua High School Win a Million

ries. The Trust also offers learners a Reading Programme,

Competition will sell 2 000 tickets @R1 000/ticket. Buy

assisting them getting to and maintaining the standard

a ticket for yourself and stand a 1/2000 chance of win-

required to ultimately pass matric.

ning R1 000 000. Get 9 friends/colleagues, spend R100
and stand a 1/2 000 chance of winning R100 000

Another beneficiary of Win a Million, will be LIFE Community Services, a Christian NGO working to confront

Tickets for sale only untill : 31 December 2019

the dilemmas and crises facing orphaned and vulnerable children today in George.

H O M E

O W N E R S

A S S O C I A T I O N

